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The variability of predicted variables at daily to seasonal scales in coupled models is

primarily governed by surface boundary conditions between the ocean and atmosphere,

namely, sea surface temperature (SST), turbulent heat, and momentum fluxes. Although

efforts have been made to achieve good accuracy in surface fluxes and SST in

observation and reanalysis products, less attention has been paid toward achieving

improved accuracy in coupled model simulations. Improper diurnal phase and amplitude

in intra-daily SST and precipitation are well-known problems in most global coupled

general circulation models, including the Climate Forecast System v2 (CFSv2) model.

The present study attempts to improve the representation of ocean-atmosphere surface

boundary conditions in CFSv2, primarily used for India’s operational forecasts at different

temporal/spatial scales. In this direction, the diurnal warm layer and cool skin temperature

correction scheme are implemented along with the surface flux parameterization scheme

following Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) v 3.0. The

coupled model re-forecasts with a revised flux scheme showed better characteristics

in various ocean-atmosphere parameters and processes at diurnal and seasonal time

scales. At the diurnal scale, the phase and amplitude of intra-daily SST and mixed

layer depth variabilities are improved over most tropical oceans. Improved diurnal SSTs

helped in enhancing the diurnal range of precipitation by triggering stronger intra-daily

convection. The corrected diurnal ocean-atmospheric boundary state translated into a

reduction in seasonal mean dry bias over Indian landmass and the wet bias over tropical

oceans. Better simulation of non-linearity associated with El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), ENSO-Indian Summer Monsoon Rainfall (ISMR), and

IOD-ISMR relation is among the most critical improvements achieved by revising the

turbulent flux parameterization. The revised flux scheme showed enhanced prediction

skills for tropical SST indices and ISMR.
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INTRODUCTION

Tropical oceans, being the largest storage of heat energy, drive
atmospheric circulations that carry energy to other regions of
the globe. Generation, strengthening, and termination stages
of most of the climate variability in the tropics, such as El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Philander, 1985; Neelin et al.,
1998), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD; Saji et al., 1999; Rao et al.,
2002), Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian,
1971, 1972), and Monsoon Intra-Seasonal Oscillation (MISO;
Krishnamurti and Bhalme, 1976; Yasunari, 1980), involve air-
sea interaction. Present generation coupled climate models work
similarly where the atmosphere and ocean models interact by
exchanging heat and momentum fluxes. The surface ocean
state (precisely sea surface temperature) acts as the lower
boundary condition for the atmospheric component. On the
other hand, the turbulent (latent heat, sensible heat, wind stress)
and radiative (longwave and shortwave radiations) fluxes from
the atmospheric model forces the oceanic model. Therefore,
accurately quantifying these exchange variables is required to
better understand and represent weather and climate variabilities
at different temporal and spatial scales. Blanc (1987) discussed
the sources of uncertainties in the computation of surface fluxes
in observation and models. Observational uncertainty is due to a
lack of data adequacy over various basins, measurement sensors,
and platforms limitations, and the existing approximations in
different flux computational methods.

In contrast, these uncertainties in the coupled model are due
to the inaccurate parameterization of boundary conditions and
the propagation of errors to the mean state from observational
and reanalysis products. The uncertainty in latent heat flux
estimates alone is as high as 80 Wm−2 (Weare, 1989),
and uncertainty among various estimates of fluxes is ∼30
Wm−2. But most of these model errors are due to inaccurate
parameterization of sea surface temperature, and turbulent and
radiative fluxes exchanged at the air-sea interface. Systematic
biases in surface turbulent and heat fluxes are found in
atmospheric general circulation models and coupled general
circulation models (Wu et al., 2007; Pokhrel et al., 2012; Zhang
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2020).

In most of the coupled general circulation models, heat
and momentum fluxes’ parameterization is based on bulk-flux
algorithms (Zeng et al., 1998; Chang and Grossman, 1999;
Large and Yeager, 2008; Reeves Eyre et al., 2021). The bulk
models generally take meteorological parameters at the air-sea
interface as input and result in air-sea interactive fluxes as output
(Fairall et al., 1996b). One of the crucial parameters required by
these bulk models is the air-sea interface temperature, known
as skin temperature. However, in most of the coupled models,
this temperature is taken as the average temperature in the
uppermost layer (called bulk temperature) of the ocean model,
typically at a depth of 5 or 10m. The diurnal variation of skin
temperature impacts the diurnal and seasonal variation of air-
sea interactive fluxes and modulates various climate variability
modes. Two processes contribute to the diurnal variation of skin
temperature and its difference from bulk temperature (Fairall
et al., 1996a). First, net cooling of the ocean surface occurs due

to the outgoing longwave radiation and latent and sensible heat at
the air-sea interfacial layer. Second, the establishment of a diurnal
warm layer occurs due to the incoming solar radiation. The
cumulative effect of diurnal warm layer and cooling can result in
intra-daily variability of ocean skin temperature. Observational
and modeling studies (Fairall et al., 1996b; Slingo et al., 2003;
Shinoda, 2005; Bernie et al., 2007, 2008; Woolnough et al.,
2007; Mujumdar et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2021) have reported
possible impacts of diurnal skin temperature variability on daily,
intra-seasonal, and seasonal mean and variability by modulating
ocean-atmospheric parameters such as SST, mixed layer depth,
air pressure, humidity, low-level cloud, and convection.

Bulk flux algorithm developed under Tropical Ocean Global
Atmosphere (TOGA) Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response
Experiment (COARE) program known as COARE 3.0 (Fairall
et al., 1996b, 2003) flux algorithm is widely used in data analysis
and research. The development of the COARE algorithm aimed
to limit the estimation errors in the surface fluxes within ±10
Wm−2. The algorithm has undergone further modifications,
improvements, and validation reported by Edson et al. (2013).
Most of the reanalysis products, e.g., Objectively Analyzed air-
sea Fluxes (OAFlux; Yu et al., 2008), TropFlux (Kumar et al.,
2012), and SeaFlux (Curry et al., 2004) related to turbulent
surface heat and momentum fluxes are derived using COARE
3.0 flux algorithm. The algorithm is also used to compute
fluxes from bulk air-sea parameters measured by moored buoys
deployed over global oceans and hence plays a significant role
in real-time weather and climate monitoring. One of the major
advantages of the COARE 3.0 algorithm is that it takes cool-
skin and warm layer effects into consideration (Fairall et al.,
1996b). Earlier studies cited above have shown that these effects
play an important role in triggering convection. Although the
COARE flux algorithm is used in a wide range of reanalysis
and observational applications, its usage has not yet extended
to present generation coupled models due to its computational
complexity. Zeng et al. (1998) and Brunke et al. (2002) have
identified that the COARE3.0 algorithm is recognized as one
of the least problematic algorithms for computing turbulent
fluxes at the ocean surface. Mallick et al. (2020) have shown
that implementing the COARE3.0 flux algorithm over the
Indian Ocean in Modular Ocean Model v3.0 had demonstrated
significant improvements in SST representation by reducing the
errors in simulated SSTs by 5–40% in the Bay of Bengal. In
addition, they have also shown that the upper ocean temperature
profiles have also improved by reducing the biases by 10–40%.
Cool Skin Effect (known as the temperature difference across the
skin layer of the surface layer) impacts the computation of latent
heat. It reduces the overestimation by ∼9% in the south China
Sea (Zhang et al., 2020). Misra et al. (2008) have shown that the
presence of skin temperature can reduce the cold tongue bias over
equatorial Pacific.

Under the monsoon mission (Rao et al., 2019), the Indian
Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM) has focused on
improving the seasonal forecasting capability of India using
Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2) tuned for monsoon
prediction. The model is reported to have large seasonal mean
biases in SST (George et al., 2016; KBRR et al., 2020), mixed
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layer depth, surface fluxes (Wu et al., 2007; Pokhrel et al.,
2012), and precipitation (Ramu et al., 2016; Krishna et al.,
2019) which hinders its prediction capability. Simulation of
relations between Rainfall-SST and latent heat-SST are also not
realistic in CFSv2, thereby creating an improper representation
of global teleconnections such as ENSO-monsoon and IOD-
monsoon relations (Chattopadhyay et al., 2016; Pillai et al., 2017;
Krishna et al., 2019). The problems related to the simulation of
the diurnal phase and amplitude of precipitation over Indian
landmass and adjoining oceans are also reported for this model
(Ganai et al., 2016). Motivated by the earlier mentioned studies
and to reduce these systematic biases in CFSv2, this study is
an attempt to introduce COARE3.0 based skin temperature
and flux parameterization in the CFSv2 model. The study
documents the impact of the implementation of skin temperature
parameterization along with a revised flux scheme on the diurnal
and seasonal scale mean biases, variability, and prediction skill of
various ocean-atmosphere parameters with the help of coupled
model simulations. Section-Data, Model, and Methodology
describes the incorporation of COARE3.0 into CFSv2 and
sources of different observation/reanalysis datasets used in the
present study. Section-Results andDiscussion presents the results
by comparing the hindcast simulations in CFSv2 with default
and revised flux and skin temperature parameterization, followed
by a summary and future scope of the present study in section-
Summary and Discussion.

DATA, MODEL, AND METHODOLOGY

In most of the coupled models, the air-sea interactive fluxes are
computed using bulk flux algorithms. Bulk methods assume that
the turbulent fluxes are related to differences in wind speed,
temperature, and specific humidity between the air-sea interface
and one level in the atmosphere. The bulk algorithms are used in
place of eddy correlationmethod when high resolution (spatial or
temporal) boundary layer data is not available. The various fluxes
are computed as listed in the following equations.

Latent heat flux,Qlat = ρaLeCeS (qs − q), (1)

Sensible heat flux, Qsen = ρacpaChS (Ts − T), (2)

Wind stress, τ = ρaCdS (us − u), (3)

Where the bulk transfer coefficients for latent heat, sensible heat,
and stress are Ce,Ch, and Cd respectively. S is the average value
of the wind speed relative to the sea surface current, qs is the
interfacial value of the water vapor mixing ratio, and us is the
surface current. Similarly, q, u, and T are water vapor mixing
ratio, wind speed, and air temperature at the lowest level of
atmosphere. qs is computed from saturation specific humidity
for pure water at the SST. ρais the air density, Le is the latent
heat of vaporization, and cpais the specific humidity of air at
constant pressure.

Two sets of hindcast simulations are generated with a
common study period of 1981–2017. These simulations have
been carried out with CFSv2 at T126 (∼100Km) atmospheric
horizontal resolution, which was initially adapted from NCEP.

The brief details about various components of the model are
summarized in Table 1. The first set of hindcasts (will be
denoted as CTL run hereafter) are with the default setup
of CFSv2 as described by Saha et al. (2014). Therefore, in
the CTL run, the turbulent fluxes at the ocean-atmosphere
boundary are computed following Large and Yeager (2008)
(National Center for Atmospheric Research, NCAR algorithm).
The atmosphere (time step =10min) and ocean model (time
step =30min) are coupled at every 30min of the model time
step. The meteorological parameters like wind, air temperature,
humidity, and pressure at the bottom of the atmospheric
model are used as forcing for the ocean model. The oceanic
model’s SST (5m temperature) acts as a lower boundary forcing
for the atmospheric component. Hence, the CTL run lacks
corrections for diurnal skin temperature variations. The second
set of hindcasts is by implementing COARE3.0, where turbulent
surface flux, diurnal cool skin, and warm layer temperature
corrections are computed by following Fairall et al. (1996a,b,
2003). Thus, the skin temperature computed acts as the boundary
forcing for the atmospheric model instead of 5m bulk ocean
temperature. Also, the COARE3.0 computed turbulent fluxes
at the air-sea interface replace the fluxes based on the NCAR
algorithm. Therefore, in SEN run the flux scheme is totally
replaced by COARE3.0.

The above-mentioned basic equations for flux computation
remain similar in both the algorithms. However, the two
flux schemes differ from each other in the way the transfer
coefficients, roughness lengths are computed, and the way is
defined in respective flux scheme. A brief difference between the
flux schemes of CTL and SEN run is represented in Table 2.
For a detailed intercomparison between NCAR and COARE,
readers are encouraged to refer to Fairall et al. (1996b), Zeng et al.
(1998), and Large and Yeager (2004, 2008). The turbulent fluxes
exchanged at the air-sea interface depend on the formulation
of drag coefficients (or roughness lengths), stability functions,
and reduction of surface humidity due to salinity. The stability
function in the NCAR algorithm is based on two regimes, namely
stable and unstable, and the roughness length and the drag
coefficients are computed according to these stability regimes.
The COARE3.0 algorithm is based on three stability regimes,
namely stable, weakly stable, and strongly unstable, and the
roughness lengths are a continuous function of wind. The
COARE algorithm also includes a gustiness factor in low wind
conditions to account for increased fluxes. The surface-specific
humidity in the NCAR algorithm is a function of the only
temperature, whereas that in the COARE algorithm is a function
of temperature and pressure. Both the algorithms consider the
reduction of humidity due to ocean salinity.

The skin temperature computation is an inherent part of
COARE3.0 algorithm and it is not part of a prior version of
CFSv2 (i.e., the CTL run). In prior versions of CFSv2, the
air-sea interactive fluxes are computed based on bulk ocean
temperature instead of skin temperature. Hence, CTL run misses
out the diurnal variability of surface ocean and its impact
on the atmosphere. The skin temperature is computed from
the bulk ocean temperature by incorporating two physical
corrections: (1) The diurnal warm layer correction and (2) The
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TABLE 1 | Description about model grid, resolution, and initialization of different components of CFSv2.

Coupled model Atmospheric

component and

resolution

Oceanic

component and

resolution

Land surface

component and

resolution

Sea ice

component

Number of

ensembles

Ensemble

generation

method

Initial conditions

CFSv2 (Saha

et al., 2014)

GFSv13 (Moorthi

et al., 2001)

Horizontal:

Spectral triangular

truncation of 126

waves (T126) in the

horizontal

(equivalent to nearly

a ∼100-km grid

resolution)

Vertical: 64

sigma-pressure

hybrid layers

Time Step: 10 min

MOM4p0 (Griffies

et al., 2004)

Zonal: 0.5◦

Meridional: 0.25◦

from 10◦S to 10◦N,

progressively

decreasing to 0.5◦

from 10◦ to 30◦, and

is fixed at 0.5◦

beyond 30◦ in both

hemispheres.

Vertical: 40 levels

Time Step:30min

Noah Land

Surface Model (Ek

et al., 2003)

Horizontal: same

as the atmospheric

component

Vertical: 4 layers

Interactive Sea ice

model (Winton,

2000)

Horizontal: same

as the oceanic

component

Vertical: 3 layers

Feb-IC: 10 Lagged Ensemble

Technique

Feb IC (00 and 12

UTC of 5, 10, 15,

20th, and 25th of

February for each

year),

Total 10 ensembles

Climate Forecast

System Reanalysis

(CFSR; Saha et al.,

2010)

TABLE 2 | Description of difference between the bulk flux algorithms in CTL and SEN simulations.

Name of

experiment

Bulk flux scheme Warm layer

correction

Cool skin

correction

Stability classes

and function

Gustiness Roughness length

CTL NCEP/NCAR (Large

and Yeager, 2004,

2008)

No No Stable

Unstable

(Dyer, 1974)

No Momentum: Wind dependent

Moisture: Constant (9.5 × 10−5 m) for all

stability region

Heat: Different constants for stable (2.2 ×

10−9 m) and unstable (4.9 × 10−5

m) regime

SEN COARE3.0 (Fairall

et al., 2003)

Yes Yes Stable (Beljaars and

Holtslag, 1991)

Unstable (Dyer,

1974)

Very Unstable (Fairall

et al., 1996b)

Proportional to

boundary layer

convective velocity

scale

Momentum: Charnock’s expression plus

smooth flow limit (Smith, 1988)

Moisture and Heat: (Fairall et al., 2003)

diurnal cool skin temperature correction. Both the cool skin and
warm layer temperature corrections depend not only on bulk
ocean temperature but also on the accumulated/instantaneous
turbulent fluxes on the air-sea boundary. The skin temperature
parameterization is given as:

Tskin = TBulk + 1Twarm(zr)− 1Tcool, (4)

Where Tskin is the skin temperature estimated from bulk ocean
temperature TBulk, warm layer correction 1Twarm, and cool skin
correction1Tcool. The warm layer correction at a depth zr (where
the bulk temperature is measured/modeled) depends on the time
averaged/accumulated net radiation (IS) and momentum(Iτ ) at
the surface and is given by

1Twarm (zr) =
αg

(

Is
ρcp

)
1
2

Ric I2τ
zr , (5)

where Ric =0.65 is the bulk Richardson number, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, α is the thermal expansion coefficient,
ρ is the density, and cp is the specific heat of water. The cool

skin temperature depends on the net radiative cooling Qnet due
to outgoing latent heat, sensible heat, long wave radiation, and
nest incoming solar radiation (δSc) and is given by

1Tcool = (Qnet − δSc)δ/k, (6)

where δ is the molecular sublayer where cooling is confined and
k is the thermal conductivity of water.

For the analysis of seasonal mean biases and prediction skills,
the hindcast simulations are set for daily output frequency and
are integrated for 9 months, starting with February’s initial
conditions. The 10 ensemblemembers are generated using lagged
ensemble generation technique as mentioned in Table 1. The
analysis of diurnal variations is carried out for 1998–2008, and
the model output frequency is set to 3 h for these simulations.
All the analyses discussed in this study focus on boreal summer
unless stated explicitly. For diurnal scale analysis, satellite-
derived SST data is taken from SeaFlux (Curry et al., 2004),
available at a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ and a temporal
resolution of 1-h. Diurnal analysis involving precipitation rate
uses Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; Huffman
et al., 2010) data available at 0.25◦ horizontal and 3-h
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temporal resolution. Hourly ocean sub-surface temperature data
is obtained from tropical moored buoy observing systems:
TAO/TRITON and RAMA at several Pacific and Indian Ocean
locations. The moored buoy observations are used explicitly for
model validation. Mixed layer depth (MLD) is computed using
a threshold temperature criterion from subsurface temperature
observation/model data. Following Montégut et al. (2004), the
MLD is defined as a depth where the ocean temperature
decreases by 0.2◦C from the surface temperature. Monthly mean
rainfall and SST from Global Precipitation Climatology Project
version 2.3 (GPCP v2.3; (Adler et al., 2018) and Extended
Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature, Version 5 (ERSSTv5;
Huang et al., 2017) are taken, and both are available globally
at 2.5◦×2.5◦ horizontal resolution. For Latent heat, sensible
heat, and wind stress TropFlux (Kumar et al., 2012) data is
considered and is available at 1.0◦×1.0◦ horizontal resolution in
the tropics (i.e., from 30◦S to 30◦N) only. Descriptions about
the various datasets used in the present study are summarized
in Supplementary Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Impact at Diurnal Scale
Diurnal SSTs
As mentioned in the previous section, one of the major
differences between CTL and SEN simulation is the presence
of cool skin and warm layer temperature parameterizations in
the latter one. The impact of these parameterizations on intra-
daily ocean temperature variability can be seen in Figure 1,
where the climatological diurnal range of SST (dSST=maximum-
minimum during a 24-h cycle) is plotted during monsoon season
(JJAS). Figure 1A shows the mean dSST in the satellite-derived
SeaFlux observation. During JJAS, a higher magnitude of dSST
in the northern hemisphere can be seen due to the seasonality of
solar insolation and winds. The seasonal patterns are consistent
with Stuart-Menteth et al. (2003) and Kawai and Wada (2007).
Seasonal mean dSST is higher near the western Pacific, western
coast of North America, northern Atlantic, equatorial eastern
Pacific, and the equatorial Indian Ocean. The equatorial west
Pacific and western coast of North America have the largest dSST,
ranging up to 1◦C. The diurnal range in SST is significantly
weaker in the CTL run, as shown in Figure 1B, where the
seasonal mean maximum dSST reaches 0.35◦C. However, the
locations of maximum dSST are comparable to observation
except over the northern Pacific Ocean. With the inclusion of
diurnal skin temperature parameterization, the diurnal SST is
significantly improved over by 0.2–0.3◦C over the tropical Indian
Ocean and by 0.4–0.5◦C over the north Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans. The magnitude and locations of maximum dSST are
comparable to the observation. In the sensitivity run, dSST has
a higher magnitude over the equatorial and northern Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans (i.e., the summer hemisphere). Over the
Indian Ocean, a higher magnitude of dSST can be seen over
the central equatorial Indian Ocean and near islands’ coasts at
the eastern Indian Ocean. The magnitude of dSST in the SEN
run is still smaller compared to the observed dSST. However,
significant improvements are noticed compared to the CTL

run. Implementation of cool skin and warm layer corrections
(Fairall et al., 1996a) to the bulk ocean temperature (which is
at 5m in the model) as a part of the COARE3.0 algorithm
helped in improving the diurnal warming/cooling of the surface
ocean, thereby increasing the diurnal range of ocean temperature.
Similar improvements in dSST in SEN are seen during other
seasons (figure not shown).

To further validate against in-situ observations, a comparison
of local diurnal cycles of SST is carried out at various locations
over the Bay of Bengal and the Pacific Ocean. These locations
are selected based on their importance toward the Indian
summer monsoon and high-frequency availability during the
study period. Lows and depressions are important rain-bearing
systems for the Indianmonsoon that preferably originate over the
Bay of Bengal (BoB) and propagate toward the Indian landmass.
Studies have suggested that the diurnal scale variability of SST
over BoB is small (Bellenger and Duvel, 2009) due to persistent
strong monsoon winds and high cloud cover. In contrast, studies
like Mujumdar et al. (2011) suggested that the diurnal variability
in SST over BoB can be as large as the amplitude of intraseasonal
variability. Therefore, it is essential to discuss the improvement
in diurnal scale SST variations over BoB. The diurnal cycle of
SST over the western Pacific is also discussed because dSST is
significant over the western Pacific, as shown in Figure 1A. The
model simulated and observed intra-daily SST variation can be
seen from Supplementary Figures 1A–C, where SSTs at various
locations over the BoB and western Pacific Oceans are plotted
w.r.t local solar time (LST). In the observation, the SST has a
minimum and maximum value at around 7 and 16 h of LST,
respectively. The timings of minima and maxima are delayed in
the CTL run, with minima and maxima occurring at about 10
and 19 h of LST, respectively. But in the SEN run, the timings of
maxima and minima are significantly improved and agree with
the observation. The amplitude of diurnal SST at these locations
is also underestimated in the CTL run and improved in SEN run
compared to OBS. Therefore, the implementation of COARE in
CFSv2 improves the timing and amplitude of diurnal minima and
maxima. Similar improvements are seen over other parts of the
globe and during other seasons as well.

Diurnal MLD
To see whether the modification in ocean skin temperature
variability and amplitude is reflected in the mixed layer processes
or not, we further analyze the diurnal range of MLD (dMLD).
dMLD is defined similarly to dSST, discussed earlier. Due to
the unavailability of intra-daily MLD observations/reanalysis
products, the comparison of spatial patterns of dMLD is
restricted to model simulations. Figure 2 shows the dMLD
simulated by both the simulations along with the difference
between them. The diurnal range in both the simulations
is relatively larger over the central and eastern equatorial
Pacific, equatorial Atlantic, and western Indian oceans. The
same diurnal range in precipitation is minor over the northern
subtropical oceans, Indian Ocean, and BoB. A comparison of
two simulations suggested that the dMLD has increased in
SEN run compared to CTL run over most tropical oceans.
The increase in dMLD is prominent over the western and
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FIGURE 1 | Seasonal (JJAS) Mean diurnal range of SST (dSST = maximum-minimum during 24-h cycle in ◦C) from (A) observation (SEA-FLUX), (B) CTL, (C) SEN

run, and (D) SEN minus CTL for the period 1998–2007.

central tropical Pacific and the eastern Indian oceans. Regions
like subtropical oceans and the Arabian Sea have experienced
a slight reduction in dMLD. Therefore, the skin temperature
correction and revised flux parameterization have impacted the
surface ocean and modulated the diurnal mixing and upper
ocean heat content. Over the tropical Pacific and the Indian
Ocean, where moored buoy data is available at the higher
temporal resolution, the comparison of MLD variability w.r.t.
LST is carried out (Supplementary Figures 1D–F). During the
early hours of the day, the observed MLD is more profound
due to enhanced mixing because of radiative heat loss. The
depth increases gradually up to 10 LST, and then a shallow

mixed layer is formed during local afternoon hours due to the
increased solar insolation in the upper surface layer, creating
stable stratification. Again, during sunset, mixed layer depth
increases with increased heat loss. Both the model simulation
captures the intra-daily phases of MLD quite well with significant
underestimation in magnitude. However, the comparison of both
simulations suggests a more considerable underestimation of
mixing in CTL run during nighttime compared to the SEN run.
The amplitude difference between early morning deep MLD
and afternoon shallow MLD is significantly low in CTL run
compared to SEN run. The enhancement in MLD at the diurnal
scale shown in Supplementary Figure 1 is also supported by the
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FIGURE 2 | Seasonal (JJAS) Mean diurnal range of MLD (dMLD = maximum-minimum during 24-h cycle in m) from (A) CTL, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN minus CTL

for the period 1998–2007.

earlier discussion of Figure 2, where the SEN run showed an
increased dMLD over most tropical ocean basins. Therefore, the
impact of the skin temperature and revised flux scheme is not
limited to the surface ocean but is also seen at the upper ocean
mixed layer processes at a diurnal scale.

Diurnal Precipitation
Diurnal variation of SST is driven by solar heating and is
strongly modulated by meteorological conditions such as wind
speed, air-sea humidity difference etc. [Kawai and Wada (2007)
and the references therein]. Relatively few modeling studies
report the significant impact of resolving diurnal scale SST on
the atmosphere. Through coupled model experiments, Dai and
Trenberth (2004) have shown that the lack of diurnal variation of
SST can adversely impact the diurnal cycles of air temperature,
air pressure, and precipitation. Similarly, Li et al. (2001) have
shown that the presence of the diurnal cycle of SST as forcing
to the atmospheric model helps better simulate the intraseasonal
oscillations in precipitation and surface fluxes. Chen and Houze
(1997) have shown that the diurnal heating of the sea surface
is essential for convection over the western Pacific warm pool
region. The diurnal SST rise during the suppressed convection

phase can lead to the formation of shallow convective clouds
(Chen and Houze, 1997; Sui et al., 1997; Johnson et al., 1999;
Slingo et al., 2003). By moistening the free troposphere, the
shallow clouds generate favorable conditions for the next active
phase with enhanced deep convection. Clayson and Chen (2002)
suggested that the atmospheric model is sensitive to skin effect,
diurnal variations in SST, and choice of bulk flux algorithm.

This section addresses the impact of diurnal SST variation
on diurnal scale precipitation during the southwest monsoon
period. The seasonal mean diurnal range of precipitation (dprate)
is defined as the long-term seasonal average of maximum
minus minimum rainfall value during a 24-h cycle at each grid
point. Figure 3 shows the dprate for observation (TRMM) and
two model simulations (with default NCAR and COARE3.0
algorithm). In observations, the diurnal range in rainfall is
significant over the equatorial oceans and landmasses. A higher
magnitude of dprate is observed over the western Pacific warm
pool regions, the east and central Indian Ocean, and northern
BoB. Over the western Pacific warm pool, the diurnal range is
as high as 2.25 mm/h. The horseshoe pattern in dprate over the
Indian Ocean and continent is evident in Figure 3A, similar to
the seasonal mean rainfall pattern. A similar pattern in dprate is
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FIGURE 3 | Seasonal (JJAS) Mean diurnal range of prate (dPRATE = maximum-minimum during 24-h cycle in mm/h) from (A) observation (TRMM), (B) CTL, (C) SEN

run, and (D) SEN minus CTL for the period 1998–2007.

also reported by Ganai et al. (2016) and Kim et al. (2019). The
eastern Indian Ocean has a dprate of the order 2.25–2.75 mm/h.
In addition to the eastern Indian Ocean, a secondary region
of maxima is found over northern BoB, which extends toward
eastern and northeastern Indian landmass. Over the Indian
landmass, dprate is higher over the western Ghats, eastern coasts,
north-east, and foothills of Himalaya, similar to the seasonal
mean rainfall pattern during the southwest monsoon.

The amplitude of the diurnal range is significantly lower
in CTL (Figure 3B) run throughout the global oceans and
landmasses. However, the pattern of maxima and minima agree
with the observation. The amplitude of dprate over the Indian

Ocean and landmass is not well-represented in the absence of
appropriate diurnal variation of skin temperature. Implementing
diurnal skin temperature and flux parameterization in the
COARE algorithm results in amplified dprate (Figure 3C)
throughout the global tropical oceans and landmasses. The
amplitude of dprate is closer to observation over the eastern
Indian Ocean, north BoB, western Ghats, and the foothills
of the Himalaya. However, the amplitude of dprate is still
underestimated in many parts of the global oceans and
specifically over landmasses such as South America, Africa, and
India. The enhancement in dprate is as large as 0.5–1.0 mm/hour
in SEN run compared to CTL run for most tropical oceans and
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Indian landmass regions during the southwest monsoon season,
as shown in the difference plot (Figure 3D). The enhancement in
diurnal precipitation is due to the changes in winds and mixed
layer at the lower atmosphere, and shallow cumulus convection
related to diurnal SST variation as suggested by Slingo et al.
(2003) and Kawai and Wada (2007). Bellenger et al. (2010)
have shown that during the episodes of large diurnal warm
layer formation, convection’s diurnal cycle is characteristically
different from that during the episodes of no diurnal warm layer
formation. Episodes with no diurnal warm layer are accompanied
by a convection maximum in the early morning, whereas
during episodes with a higher, stronger warm layer, convection
peaks around noon to afternoon. The characteristically different
behavior of convection is also primarily affected by the surface
flux changes and convective inhibition energy (CIN)/convective
available potential energy (CAPE).

Further analysis is carried out to see whether the revised
flux and skin temperature parameterization impact the time of
peak diurnal rainfall activity during the southwest monsoon
season. Previous studies (Slingo et al., 2003; Ganai et al.,
2016) have shown an interesting diurnal signal related to the
convective anomaly spreading from India to the adjacent BoB.
Harmonic analysis of the diurnal cycle of rainfall is carried out
to get the diurnal phase information (in coordinated universal
time; UTC) over BoB and Indian landmass and is plotted in
Supplementary Figure 2. Similar to the study of Slingo et al.
(2003), constant phase lines spread out from the east coast of
India into the BoB in observation as well as both the model
simulations. Over the oceanic part, both the models could
capture the phase propagation reasonably well, whereas over the
Indian landmass, the diurnal peak rainfall appears to be earlier
(by 2 h) than observations. There is a slight improvement in
the simulated time of peak diurnal rainfall over central and
north-western Indian landmass in the SEN run compared to
the CTL run. In addition to diurnal skin temperature scheme,
proper parameterization of topographic influence (Mao andWu,
2012), land-sea breeze (Yang and Slingo, 2001), the response of
convection to gravity waves (Slingo et al., 2003), etc. are needed
to improve diurnal phase of convective anomalies in general
circulation models.

Studies have suggested that the diurnal variability of surface
and subsurface ocean impacts diurnal atmospheric properties
and can modulate the intraseasonal and seasonal ocean and
atmospheric processes. Observational studies (Mujumdar et al.,
2011; Yan et al., 2021) have shown rectification of intraseasonal
SST by diurnal variations of SST over most tropical oceans.
Through coupled model experiments, Bernie et al. (2007, 2008)
have shown that the rectification of daily-mean SST by the
diurnal variability of SST can increase the long-term-mean SST
by 0.2◦-0.3◦C and an improvement in the mean precipitation
simulated by the model. They have also reported the possibility
of enhanced equatorial upwelling because of the modulation of
equatorial current by diurnal SSTs. Intra-daily SST variations
can modulate the intra-daily mixed layer depth and impact
intraseasonal SST and mixed layer processes (Bernie et al.,
2005; Shinoda, 2005; Kawai and Wada, 2007; Woolnough et al.,
2007; Thushara and Vinayachandran, 2014). Chen and Houze

(1997), Li et al. (2001), Slingo et al. (2003), and Bellenger et al.
(2010) have reported enhanced precipitation due to triggering
more shallow convection/clouds by diurnal skin temperature
warming. Brunke et al. (2008) have shown seasonal mean changes
in winds, precipitation, and surface fluxes by including skin
temperature parameterizations in the standalone atmospheric
model. Therefore, further analysis is carried out to check how
the diurnal scale skin temperature and flux parameterization
can impact the seasonal mean state of the ocean, atmosphere,
and interface.

Impact at Seasonal Scale
Impact on Heat and Momentum Fluxes
The CTL and SEN run differs in the parameterization of
skin temperature, turbulent surface heat, momentum, and
radiative fluxes. These fluxes act as forcing for the ocean model,
whereas SST/skin temperature forces the atmospheric model.
The exchange of fluxes and SSTs occurs at every coupling time
step between the ocean and atmosphere. The impact of the
coupling strategies of surface temperature and fluxes on seasonal
mean biases of various ocean and atmospheric parameters is
discussed in this section. The seasonal mean turbulent heat, i.e.,
latent heat and sensible heat and momentum fluxes from CTL
and SEN runs, is compared in Figures 4–6, respectively. The
seasonal (JJAS) mean biases of surface latent heat are shown in
Figure 4 for both the runs and the difference between them. The
latent heat is overestimated throughout the global ocean in both
runs, similar to the earlier studies byWu et al. (2007) and Pokhrel
et al. (2012). Similar overestimation of latent heat flux is also seen
in atmospheric general circulation models, as discussed in Zhou
et al. (2020). Over the Pacific Ocean, the magnitude of biases is
largest over North and South America’s coasts and at 10◦S of
the eastern and western Pacific Ocean. Over the Indian Ocean,
considerable overestimation is noticed along with the monsoon
south-westerly flows, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and at 10◦S of
the central Indian Ocean. Over these regions, the LHF biases are
as significant as 80–100W/m2. The comparison suggests that the
magnitude of LHF bias in the SEN run is significantly reduced
compared to the CTL run. In the SEN run, the overestimation is
reduced by 15–30 W/m2 over the north-central and the south-
eastern Indian Ocean. Over the tropical Pacific and the Atlantic
Ocean, themagnitude of improvement in bias is of the order of 5–
15W/m2. Themodel simulation’s relative contributions of air-sea
humidity difference (delQ) and wind speed toward the difference
in latent heat flux between the model simulations are computed
and plotted in Supplementary Figure 3. The difference in latent
heat is represented as

LHF′ = ρCe(W
′1Q+ W̄1Q′

+W′1Q′
+W′1Q′) (7)

Where LHF is latent heat, W is wind speed, 1Q is the air-sea
humidity difference, ρ is the surface air density, and Ce is the
bulk transfer coefficient. The prime represents the difference, and
the overbar represents the climatology of various parameters in
the control run. We have taken CTL simulation as a reference
for this computation, instead of the observation used by Pokhrel
et al. (2012) and Zhou et al. (2020) as we are interested in
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FIGURE 4 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in Latent Heat Flux (LHF in Wm-1) in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017.

the changes between the two simulations. The first and second
term of equation-1 represents the wind and delQ contributions
respectively whereas the last two terms on the right-hand
side of Equation 7 have negligible contributions. Wind speed’s
relative contribution is more over the Indian Ocean (except the
eastern Indian Ocean) toward the observed reduction in latent
heat fluxes in SEN run compared to the CTL run. Similarly,
over the equatorial Pacific Ocean, the contribution of delQ is
more toward observed latent heat flux differences between the
model simulations. Therefore, the reduction in latent heat flux
is influenced by changes in delQ and wind speed, and their
contributions differ from region to region. Studies like Bonino
et al. (2020) have shown that skin temperature parameterization
can also reduce the evaporation and hence turbulent heat
fluxes significantly.

Another component of turbulent heat flux is sensible heat
flux. During the boreal summer over the tropical latitudes, the
contribution of sensible heat flux (SHF) toward the variability
of net heat flux and SST is smaller than latent heat flux. The
magnitude of the seasonal mean of SHF is also smaller compared
to other surface fluxes like LHF and longwave radiation. The
seasonal mean biases (Figure 5) of SHF in both the runs are
smaller and not significant compared to the biases in LHF,

and hence the difference between the two runs is also smaller.
Only marginal reduction of SHF in SEN run can be seen
over the south-eastern Indian Ocean, subtropical Pacific, and
the Indian Ocean. Surface momentum flux forces the oceanic
model, which drives the ocean circulation and impacts the ocean-
atmosphere interface. Bias in surface momentum flux depends
on the parameterization of momentum drag coefficients and,
hence, wind stress formulation. A brief on differences between
the NCAR and COARE3.0 algorithms is presented earlier in the
“data, model, and methodology” section. Detailed discussion on
the formulation of drag coefficients and wind stress in the NCAR
and COARE3.0 can be found in Fairall et al. (2003) and Large
and Yeager (2004, 2008), but is not the prime objective of the
present study. The bias in surface stress for both simulations is
shown in Figure 6, where the magnitude of wind stress bias is
represented in color shading and horizontal vector as arrows.
In the CTL run magnitude of wind, stress is overestimated over
most of the global oceans, with the Indian Ocean dominated by
the southerly component of the stress bias whereas the Pacific
Ocean is dominated by zonal wind stress bias. Over the Southern
Ocean, the stress is primarily overestimated in the CTL run. In
the SEN run, the overestimation of easterly zonal wind stress
over the subtropical North Pacific Ocean is reduced significantly.
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FIGURE 5 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in Sensible Heat Flux (SHF in Wm-2) in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017.

Also, the surface stress bias over the Southern Ocean is improved
considerably. Over the southern Indian Ocean between 20◦S
and 30◦S, there is a notable change of bias in stress between
the CTL and SEN runs. The difference (Figure 6C) in seasonal
mean surface stress between the two runs suggests an increase
in wind stress near the eastern and western Indian Ocean coasts,
north and south of the equatorial Indian Ocean. Over the Pacific
Ocean, there is an increase in zonal stress on both sides of the
equator. The results indicate significant modification of surface
momentum flux over the global tropical oceans because of
changing the bulk flux parameterization schemes.

Impact on Mixing and Ocean Temperature
Earlier sections Diurnal SSTs and Diurnal MLD discussed how
the lack of diurnal scale skin temperature parameterization
has adversely impacted the diurnal mixed layer representation
in the CTL run. Similarly, the previous section suggested
how COARE3.0 bulk flux parameterization helped improve the
surface flux biases in the CFSv2. This section discusses the
impact of better representation of seasonal mean flux and diurnal
skin temperature and mixed layer processes on seasonal mean
MLD biases. The enhanced mixing caused in the SEN run can
be seen from Figure 7, where MLD bias is plotted for two

simulations along with the differences between them. The bias
in CTL plotted in Figure 7A shows significant shallow MLD
bias over the tropical western and central Pacific Ocean, tropical
Atlantic Ocean, and the northern Indian Ocean. On the other
hand, the mixing is overestimated in the Southern Ocean. In
the SEN run (Figure 7B), the shallower MLD bias is significantly
reduced over the equatorial and southern Pacific, Atlantic, and
Indian. The overestimation of MLD over the Southern Ocean is
also reduced considerably. Therefore, the seasonal mean MLD
has increased in the SEN run, indicating enhanced mixing at
seasonal time scales compared to the CTL run. The difference
in the pattern of simulated seasonal mean MLD is similar to
the difference between the diurnal range of MLD simulated in
both the simulations, as discussed in section Diurnal MLD. The
modifications/improvements in diurnal scale skin temperature,
fluxes, and mixing are translated into alterations in seasonal scale
mixed layer properties. Likewise, the increase in zonal surface
stress over the equatorial Pacific and meridional stress over the
eastern and western Indian Ocean favor enhanced upwelling.
Also, the enhanced stress and the reduced stratification over the
surface ocean favor more mixing at those locations.

The cumulative effect of seasonal mean surface fluxes and
mixing impacts the ocean surface temperature. Seasonal mean
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FIGURE 6 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in momentum flux (stress in m2s-2) in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017. The colored

shading represents the magnitude of stress and zonal and meridional components are represented as vectors.

biases in 5-m ocean temperature for the CTL and SEN hindcast
runs are shown in Figures 8A,B, respectively. Both the models
have cold SST bias over most of the global tropical oceans. The
significantly warm SST bias over the western coasts of North and
South America in both runs is common in most of the coupled
global models (Pillai et al., 2018; Krishna et al., 2019) and is
due to the misrepresentation of stratus cloud in the atmospheric
component (Zheng et al., 2011) of the models as mentioned
earlier. Comparison of SST biases (Figure 8C) over the Pacific
Ocean suggests that cold SST bias over the equatorial Pacific is
enhanced whereas, over the subtropical Pacific, it is reduced in
the SEN run compared to the CTL run. Over the tropical Indian
Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean, the SEN run simulates cooler SSTs
than CTL run. Here, the decrease inmean SST in SEN run relative
to the CTL run is due to enhanced diurnal and seasonal mixing.
It has also been reported that the seasonal mean diurnal cool skin
temperature correction is higher than the seasonal mean warm
layer temperature correction. From June through to September,
winds are relatively stronger throughout the tropical oceans due
to their seasonality. Therefore, the occurrences of warm layer

events are smaller, whereas cool skin is present every time. Hence,
cooler skin temperature in seasonal mean compared to the bulk
ocean temperature is reflected in cooler SST biases in SEN run
compared to the CTL run. The equatorial Pacific Ocean and the
coastal Indian Ocean are the regions dominated by wind-driven
upwelling. The enhanced equatorial cold SST bias in these regions
can also be thought of as a result of stronger zonal stress on both
sides of the equatorial Pacific and enhanced meridional stress
over the eastern/western Indian Ocean (Bonino et al., 2020).

Impact on Rainfall
Most of the general circulation models, including atmosphere
standalone and ocean-atmosphere coupled models, have various
problems in simulating seasonal mean rainfall patterns over
the globe (Sperber et al., 2013; Goswami et al., 2014; Pillai
et al., 2021; Pradhan et al., 2021; Reeves Eyre et al., 2021).
Earlier studies reported that the standalone models overestimate
the rainfall over the land region, whereas the coupled models
underestimate (overestimate) the rainfall over landmass (ocean).
Similar seasonal mean rainfall biases can be seen in both model
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FIGURE 7 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in mixed layer depth (MLD in m) of the ocean in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017.

simulations presented in Figure 9. In the CTL run, the oceanic
wet bias over the northeastern and western Pacific Ocean, eastern
and central Indian Ocean, and northern Atlantic Ocean are
significant and have a magnitude of 4–8 mm/day. In the SEN
run, the oceanic wet bias is weak as compared to the CTL
run. The oceanic biases over these regions are reduced by 3–
5 mm/day. Over the southwest Indian Ocean, the wet biases
are enhanced by 3–4 mm/day in the SEN run. In SEN, the
bias pattern in rainfall (and many of the other parameters like
SW, LW) is similar to rainfall anomalies during a positive IOD
event. The dry bias over central African landmass is reduced
(by 2–3 mm/day), whereas it remained unaffected over South
America in the SEN run compared to the CTL run. In the CTL
run, the monsoon rainfall has a dry bias over the Western Ghat
and, central and northern Indian landmass, and the bias is of
the order of 5–7 mm/day. Interestingly, the dry bias is reduced
by 2–4 mm/day over the same regions. The reduction in dry
bias can be attributed to: (1) enhanced diurnal rainfall activities
as discussed in section Diurnal Precipitation, (2) strengthened
monsoon south-Westerlies, and (3) the modification of regional
Hadley cell over the Indian Ocean region due to rainfall biases
associated with positive diploe (Ashok et al., 2001) as reflected in
Figure 9B.

Impact on Global Teleconnections
The changes in the mean state of the ocean and atmospheric
parameters can significantly modulate various large-scale
teleconnection, impacting prediction skills. To achieve better

seasonal prediction, it is crucial to properly simulate global scale
teleconnection patterns and the appropriate representation of the
mean state (Pillai et al., 2018). The correlation between ISMR and
SST anomalies represents the ISMR-SST teleconnection over the
global oceans. During the study period in observation/reanalysis,
the negative impact of El Niño events on ISMR can be seen
from (Figure 10) negative correlations over the eastern and
central Pacific oceans. Over the Indian Ocean, the negative
correlations over the eastern Indian Ocean suggest that cooler
SSTs over the eastern Indian Ocean favor more rainfall over
Indian landmass, similar to the impact of positive dipole events
(Saji et al., 1999; Ashok et al., 2001). The ISMR-SST relation
over the Indian Ocean is not as strong as the correlations over
the Pacific Ocean. However weaker negative correlations over
the western Indian Ocean are observed in recent times, unlike
the positive correlations reported in earlier studies (Pradhan
et al., 2017) for a different study period (1976–2005). In most
climate models, the ENSO-monsoon relation is reasonably
well-simulated with some over-estimation of the ENSO impact
onmonsoons (Chattopadhyay et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Pradhan
et al., 2017, 2021). However, the present-day climate models
still have inherent problems in simulating realistic IOD-ISMR
correlations (Wu et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017; Pradhan et al., 2017).
In both the model runs, the adverse impact of El Niño events
on ISMR is well-simulated. The negative correlations over the
equatorial Pacific Ocean in CTL run are vastly overestimated.

Interestingly, the overestimation is significantly subdued in
the SEN run but keeps correlations’ negative sign intact. Hence,
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FIGURE 8 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in temperature (◦C) at 5m depth of the ocean in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017.

ENSO-monsoon teleconnections are modulated considerably in
SEN run as compared to the CTL run. Over the Indian Ocean, in
the CTL run simulation, the correlation pattern is just opposite
to the observation, with strong negative correlations prevailing
on the western side and positive correlations prevailing on the
eastern side of the Indian Ocean. Li et al. (2017) have reported
that most climate models have similar problems where positive
IOD is associated with reducing rainfall over India. Wu et al.
(2007) have reported an improper relationship between surface
heat fluxes (specifically with latent heat) and SST over the eastern
Indian Ocean in CFSv2 due to overestimating heat fluxes. In the
SEN run, the teleconnections have improved over the eastern
Indian Ocean as it simulates weak negative correlations over
the same region. The reduction in heat flux biases resulting
from revised flux and skin temperature parameterization has
modulated the teleconnection patterns so that the correct phase
of ISMR-SST teleconnections could be simulated over the eastern
Indian Ocean as well. Hence, the association of IOD events with
ISMR is better reproduced in the SEN run than in the CTL run.

Impact on ENSO and IOD Characteristics
The improved diurnal and seasonal mean state and variability of
atmospheric and oceanic parameters and their teleconnections

with implementing the COARE3.0 bulk flux algorithmmotivated
us to look at the changes in ENSO and IOD characteristics over
the tropical Pacific and the Indian Ocean. In Figure 11, skewness
of de-trended SST anomalies is plotted for reanalysis and both the
model simulations. Skewness is the third moment about mean
and describes the asymmetry about the mean of the probability
distribution function of a random variable. The skewness of
SSTs can be positive, negative, or zero, with a positive (negative)
value describing a stronger probability of extremes in warmer
(cooler) SSTs, and zero value means the distribution function is
not skewed in any direction. In observation/reanalysis, positive
skewness over the eastern and central tropical Pacific Ocean
and negative skewness over the western Pacific Ocean suggest
that the El-Niño events are stronger than the La-Niña events.
In the CTL run, difficulty in simulating the skewness values
of SST can be seen. Negative values throughout the equatorial
Pacific do not agree with observation and show the limitation
of the CTL run in capturing the ENSO-related non-linearity.
Most of the models have similar difficulty capturing the non-
linearity associated with the ENSO (Masson et al., 2012). SEN
runs still have a similar difficulty in simulating the positive
skewness in SST over the eastern Pacific. However, the SEN run
simulates positive skewness values between 180 and 120◦W, and
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FIGURE 9 | Seasonal (JJAS) mean bias in precipitation rate (mm/day) in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run, and (C) SEN-CTL for the period of 1981–2017.

negative skewness values are organized in horse-shoe patterns
around the positive skewness values. Hence, the ENSO-related
non-linearity is simulated better in the SEN run than the CTL
run. Similar inferences are drawn by Masson et al. (2012).
They have reported that with high-frequency ocean-atmosphere
coupling, the non-linearity associated with ENSO phenomena
(i.e., positive skewness over the central and eastern equatorial
Pacific and negative skewness over the western Pacific Ocean) are
better reproduced in the Scale Interaction Experiment-Frontier
(SINTEX) model. They have further stated that the erroneous
negative skewness similar to the CTL simulation affects ENSO
variability at seasons, including peak El Niño events.

On the other hand, the negative skewness along 150–100◦W
adversely affects only springtime ENSO variabilities instead of
the peak ENSO phase. In the observation, negative skewness over
the eastern Indian Ocean and positive skewness over the western
and central Indian Ocean suggest that positive IOD events are
stronger than negative ones. Contrary to observation, the CTL
run has strong positive (negative) skewness over the eastern
(western) Indian Ocean. However, the SEN run reproduced
the negative skewness as in observation lacking in the CTL
run. Also, the SEN run shows that the negative skewness has
decreased in magnitude over the central and western Indian

oceans. Therefore, intra-daily skin temperature parameterization
present in the COARE algorithm helps better simulate the non-
linearity associated with both ENSO and IOD phenomena which
were significantly lacking with the default flux algorithm in the
CTL run.

Impact on Seasonal Prediction Skill
Due tomodel inherent biases and the philosophy behind seasonal
prediction, the operational forecasts focus on predicting the
anomaly patterns and the variability instead of the absolute value
of various parameters. SST signals are slowly varying boundary
conditions that have higher predictability than the fast-varying
atmospheric parameter. Therefore, monitoring and forecasting
SST anomalies with good skill are essential for predicting other
parameters and keeping in mind the large-scale impacts they
carry. The effect of revised surface flux parameterization on
diurnal and seasonal mean state and variability and interannual
teleconnections has been discussed earlier. The discussion on
the modeling effort cannot be complete without assessing its
impact on the seasonal forecast skill. The seasonal prediction skill
of a forecasting model for a particular parameter is commonly
assessed via anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) between
the observation/reanalysis and predicted/re-forecasted values.
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FIGURE 10 | Correlation coefficient between ISMR and seasonal mean SST for the period 1981–2017 in (A) observation, (B) CTL, and (C) SEN run. The black dots

show regions where correlation is significant at 90% confidence level.

Figures 12A,B shows the skill of SST (5m ocean temperature
to be precise) in terms of ACC for both the simulations. At a
lead of 3 months, the SST skill is higher than 0.4 over most
global oceans. Higher skill over the Pacific Ocean compared
to other basins is seen because of the higher predictability of
ENSO signals (Rowell et al., 1995; Goswami, 1998; Rowell, 1998).
Over the Indian Ocean, the eastern and western Indian Ocean,
Arabian Sea, and BoB have higher skills than the central Indian
Ocean. The comparison of ACC in both the simulations suggests
significant improvement of skill over the whole tropical Pacific.
In the CTL run, the ACC magnitude ranges from 0.4 to 0.6
in most tropical Pacific with some patches where ACC ranges
from 0.6 to 0.8. In the SEN run, throughout the tropical Pacific,

the ACC magnitude lies between 0.6 and 0.8. Over the Indian
Ocean, ACC of SST remains similar, with a slight enhancement in
skill over the central equatorial Indian Ocean. Over the northern
Atlantic, the spatial extension of significant ACC is enhanced.
Therefore, the inclusion of the COARE3.0 flux algorithm and
the cool skin and warm layer correction significantly impact SST
prediction skills.

Similarly, the prediction skill for rainfall anomalies is also
compared for the model simulations in Figures 12C,D. As
mentioned earlier, due to the higher predictability of ENSO
signals, the tropical Pacific has higher anomaly correlations
than other ocean basins and landmasses. Higher ACC, over
the equatorial Pacific, specifically at the western and central
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FIGURE 11 | Skewness of de-trended SST anomaly during JJAS in (A) observation, (B) CTL run, and (C) SEN run for the period of 1981–2017.

FIGURE 12 | Prediction skill in terms of anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for SST during JJAS in (A) CTL run, (B) SEN run for the period of 1981–2017. (C,D)

same as (A,B), but for precipitation.
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TABLE 3 | Prediction skill represented in terms of anomaly correlation coefficient

for ISMR and SST indices for the period 1981–2017.

Skill (ACC) CTL SEN

Niño3.4 0.52 0.60

Niño3 0.55 0.63

DMI 0.03 0.07

ISMR 0.29 0.41

Correlations significant at 90% confidence level are highlighted as bold.

equatorial Pacific, can be seen in the SEN run compared to the
CTL run. Similarly, enhanced prediction skill of rainfall along the
monsoon south-westerlies and the Arabian Sea and reduced skill
over the eastern Indian Ocean can be seen. Over central Africa
and eastern parts of South American landmass, the magnitude
of ACC of rainfall is increased. The prediction skill of monsoon
rainfall is also significantly affected, and higher ACC can be
seen in the Western Ghats and northern Indian landmass. As
discussed earlier, the regions with enhanced prediction skills over
Africa and Indian landmass coincide with areas with reduced dry
bias. In our previous studies, Pillai et al. (2018, 2021), Krishna
et al. (2019), and Pradhan et al. (2021), it was found that the
global models with cooler SST bias predict a higher mean value
of monsoon rainfall. Still, the prediction skill of SST and rainfall
anomalies are less in those models.

Interestingly, in the present study, despite cooler SST bias,
both the dry bias and prediction skill of rainfall are enhanced
along with higher prediction skill of SST anomalies. The
prediction skill of various climatemonitoring indices is presented
in Table 3, suggesting the enhanced prediction skill of NIÑO3.4,
NIÑO3, and ISMR, whereas the prediction skill of the DMI index
remains unaffected. The improvement in the mean of ISMR in
the SEN run compared to the CTL run is computed to be 38%
(5.52 mm/day in SEN run from 4.01 mm/day in CTL run),
whereas the prediction skill is improved by 38% (0.40 in SEN run
from 0.29 in CTL run).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Literature comprises many observational studies regarding
accurate air-sea boundary conditions leading to the development
of various bulk flux algorithms. Precise representation of air-
sea boundary through accurate quantification of surface fluxes
and sea surface temperature can reduce the biases in global
coupled models. The studies regarding the choice of bulk flux
algorithms are limited to either one-dimensional or standalone
ocean (or atmosphere) models. The COARE 3.0 is one of the
most frequently used bulk flux algorithms used to generate
turbulent flux products from observed surface meteorological
and oceanic parameters. However, the use of COARE3.0 in the
coupling framework in seasonal prediction models has not been
tested or addressed elaborately, citing its higher computational
resource requirement in coupled models. This study shows the
feasibility of the COARE3.0 algorithm in a seasonal prediction
framework using the CFSv2 model. The study also addressed

how the diurnal to seasonal scale coupledmodel simulations with
COARE3.0 and NCAR algorithms differ. The default version of
CFSv2 with NCAR and the modified version with COARE3.0
algorithm differ because the former model does not account for
the diurnal warm layer and cool skin corrections in the ocean
skin temperature, whereas the latter does. Also, they differ in
the parameterization of stability functions and roughness lengths
and hence also differ in the quantification of surface fluxes.
The diurnal analysis indicated that, in the absence of diurnal
scale parameterization, diurnal mixing of the upper ocean is not
represented well in the CTL run, leading to underestimating the
diurnal range of MLD and SST compared to observation. Also,
the timing of maxima/minima of MLD and or SST is incorrect in
the CTL run at a few locations over the Indian and PacificOceans.

On the other hand, implementing the skin temperature
scheme in the SEN run as part of the COARE3.0 algorithm
results in an amplified diurnal range of SST and MLD compared
to the CTL run and improvement in the timing of diurnal
maxima/minima of SST and MLD. The modification of diurnal
SST, MLD, and turbulent fluxes in the SEN run has also impacted
the spatiotemporal characteristics of diurnal precipitation. The
diurnal rainfall range is amplified over the tropical Indo-Pacific
Ocean in the SEN run, which was hugely underestimated in
default CFSv2 compared to observation. As reported in earlier
observational studies, the amplification of in diurnal range in
rainfall manifests a rise in diurnal SST, which acts as a trigger
for shallow cloud convection. Analysis of seasonal mean from
both simulations suggests that the mean biases in surface fluxes,
MLD, and precipitation have reduced with COARE3.0 compared
to default CFSv2. The reduced dry bias over the land regions,
specifically over Indian landmass, is due to the enhanced diurnal
range in precipitation and the enhanced seasonal mean monsoon
south-westerlies in the SEN run. However, the seasonal mean
SST bias (5m ocean temperature) increased with the COARE
algorithm compared to with the NCAR algorithm. The decrease
in seasonal mean SST with diurnal corrections is due to higher
cool-skin events than warm-layer events because the prevailing
winds are stronger during June-September. The present study
also addressed how sensitive the ENSO, IOD characteristics,
and various Indo-Pacific teleconnections patterns are to the
choice of bulk flux algorithm and diurnal scale temperature
parameterization. Implementing the COARE3.0 algorithm has
improved simulation of non-linearity (presented in terms of
skewness of SST) and linear association of SST-rainfall (presented
in terms of anomaly correlation) during ENSO and IOD events.
The positively skewed SST over the central equatorial Pacific and
negatively skewed SST over the eastern Indian Ocean is well-
represented in CFSv2 with COARE 3.0 and were missing in the
default CFSv2 simulations. The ISMR-SST teleconnection over
the Indo-Pacific basin has improved significantly in the SEN
run because of the improved ocean-atmosphere coupling. The
overestimation of ENSO-monsoon teleconnection and negative
dipole like ISMR-SST correlations over the Indian Ocean are
long-existing problems in many global models, including CFSv2.
These teleconnection patterns are significantly improved and
corrected in CFSv2 with COARE3.0 by revising the surface flux
algorithm along with diurnal skin temperature corrections. The
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improvement in dry bias in ISMR (5.52 mm/day in SEN run from
4.01 mm/day in the CTL run) is around 38%. The prediction skill
(ACC) of the Niño3.4 (Niño3) index is significantly improved
from 0.52 (0.55) in default CFSv2 to 0.60 (0.63) in CFSv2 with
COARE3.0. ISMR prediction skill for the study period is also
reported to improve by 38% (from 0.29 to 0.40) by revising the
bulk flux algorithm.

Therefore, the present study documents how the inclusion
flux parameterization of COARE 3.0 improved the diurnal SST
representation in the coupled model, and resulted in significant
improvements of the diurnal to the seasonal mean state of
ocean-atmosphere parameters, ENSO-IOD characteristics, Indo-
Pacific teleconnections, and seasonal prediction skill of ISMR
and SST indices. Although the present study briefly discussed
the implications of selecting diurnal skin temperature and flux
parameterization in a coupled model, it does not discuss its
impact at an intraseasonal scale, i.e., at a scale intermediate
between diurnal and seasonal scales. Hence it sets the future
scope of addressing how coupled processes such as the monsoon
intra-seasonal oscillation (MISO), Madden-Jullian Oscillation
(MJO), etc., are sensitive to the choice of bulk flux algorithm in
coupled models.
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